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September 18th, 2019 - OpenShift Commons Gathering - Milan
Thank you to our sponsor!
Facial Recognition

https://commons.openshift.org/gatherings/Milan_Italy_2019.html

© University of Washington
Where to find today's videos: https://www.youtube.com/user/rhopenshift/playlists
Who: Customers, Contributors, Collaborators and Integrators
How: Gatherings, Briefings, SIGs, Slack and story-telling
Join OpenShift Commons Today!

OpenShift Commons

Commons builds connections and collaboration across OpenShift communities, projects and stakeholders. In doing so we'll enable the success of customers, users, partners, and contributors as we deepen our knowledge and experiences together.

Our goals go beyond code contributions. Commons is a place for companies using OpenShift to accelerate its success and adoption. To do this we'll act as resources for each other, share best practices and provide a forum for peer-to-peer communication.

https://commons.openshift.org#join
It’s All About Our Relationships

Kubernetes + OpenShift + a few of the many CNCF projects
KEEP MAKING CONNECTIONS!
Keep in Touch!

September 18th, 2019 - Milan, Italy
Be open, share and follow each other!

@OpenshiftCommon

#OpenShift
#CommonsGathering
Grazie!

https://commons.openshift.org#join
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